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ABSTRACT: This paper assesses the reliability of the infinite cylinder model used previously in the literature to simulate

blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD) signal changes. A three-dimensional finite element method was applied to

a realistic model of the cortical vasculature, and the results compared with those generated from a simple model of the

vasculature as a set of independent, randomly oriented, infinite cylinders. The realistic model is based on scanning electron

microscopy measurements of the terminal vascular bed in the superficial cortex of the rat. Good agreement is found between

the two models with regard to the extravascular R2
� and R2 dependence on the cerebral blood volume and blood oxygenation

fraction. Using the realistic model, it is also possible to gain further understanding of the relative importance of intravascular

and extravascular BOLD contrast. A simple parameterisation of the dependence of the relaxation rates on relative cerebral

blood volume and blood–tissue susceptibility difference was carried out, allowing discussion of the variation in the form of

the haemodynamic response with field strength. Copyright # 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
KEYWORDS: 3D; three-dimensional; BOLD contrast; numerical simulations; BOLD parameterisation; realistic

vasculature model
INTRODUCTION

Although functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
based on blood oxygenation level dependent (BOLD)
contrast (1) has become a widely used tool in
neuroscience, the physiological changes that underpin
the BOLD effect are still not completely understood. In
particular, the relationship between the changes in blood
oxygenation (DY) and cerebral blood volume, occurring
in active brain tissue, and the resulting variation in T�

2- or
T2-weighted images is not fully characterised. In probing
this relationship, it has generally been assumed that the
brain vasculature can be represented as an arrangement of
randomly oriented, infinitely long cylinders of varying
size (2–6). Here, we probe the effect of this assumption by
using a three- dimensional (3D) finite element method to
simulate BOLD signal changes produced by infinite
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cylinders and a more realistic model of the human cortical
vasculature. The latter is based on scanning electron
microscopy measurements of the terminal vascular bed in
the superficial cortex of the rat (7).

When simulating BOLD effects in fMRI, most
researchers have centred their attention on the changes
in blood oxygenation and volume in the brain vasculature
when a region of the brain undergoes activation. Two
approaches have generally been used:
� t
wo-dimensional finite element numerical simulations
of the magnetisation, considering an environment
where the field inhomogeneity is generated by inde-
pendent infinite cylinders, the internal magnetic
susceptibility of which varies as the state changes
between resting and activated (3,5,8);
� a
nalytical parameterisation of the problem, also assum-
ing independent infinite cylinders, the BOLD response
is calculated as a function of parameters such as blood
volume, hematocrit (HCT), oxygen concentration, etc.
(4,6,9–11).

Parameter variations during activation can then be
calculated (12) by trying to fit the simulated haemo-
dynamic response function to a real BOLD response.
Although the two approaches described above are
methodologically very different, they employ a common
assumption: the brain vasculature can be represented as an
NMR Biomed. 2008; 21: 553–565



554 J. P. MARQUES AND R. W. BOWTELL
arrangement of independent, randomly oriented, infinite
cylinders. Furthermore, intravascular and extravascular
contributions to the contrast are largely discussed as
independent mechanisms, and the literature for each of
these mechanisms of contrast is vast, but not always
well linked.
In this paper, the validity of the ‘infinite cylinders’

approach is assessed by evaluation of the results of 3D
finite element simulations. Although an exact description
of the vasculature for the whole human brain will never be
available, the terminal vasculature bed in the superficial
cortex of the rat, the morphology of which has been
measured by scanning electron microscopy (7) (Fig. 1a),
is a good starting point for addressing the validity of
the infinite cylinder assumption. The aim is to find
differences in signal behaviour predicted by
(i) the infinite cylinders model and (ii) a more realistic

vascular distribution where, for example, the loss of
coherence of extravascular and intravascular magnetisa-
tion results not only from the isotropic distribution of the
angular orientations of the infinite cylinders, but also from
diffusion in the field inhomogeneities generated by the
ensemble of neighbouring vessels. The effect of water
diffusion inside vessels, within which frequency shifts
vary spatially, is also considered.
METHODS

The infinite cylinder model (ICM) and the realistic
vascular model (RVM) were compared by simulating the
evolution of magnetisation in the spatially varying
Figure 1. (a) Rat brain micro vasculature model obtained by s
on a 2563 matrix spans a cube of the cortical bed with 150m
diameter from 4 to 9mm. (b) Magnetic field variation in ppm in
micro vasculature model for a blood–tissue susceptibility diff

Copyright # 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
magnetic fields generated by intravascular/extravascular
susceptibility differences.

The ICM assumes that blood vessels are approximated
by infinite cylinders, allowing a straightforward analyti-
cal solution of the problem, giving spatially varying
frequency shifts, Dv(~r), for a single vessel exposed to a
magnetic field, B0:

Dvð~rÞ ¼ � 1
2
gB0Dx cos2ðuÞ � 1

3

� �
inside

Dvð~rÞ ¼ � 1
2
gB0Dx

Rcylinder

r

� �2
sin2ðuÞ cosð2fÞ

outside

ð1Þ

Thus, the frequency shift due to such a vessel depends
on the ratio of the cylinder radius, Rcylinder, to the
radial distance from the centre of the cylinder, r, the
intravascular/extravascular susceptibility difference, Dx,
the angle between the vessel and the magnetic field, u,
and the angle between the projection of the position
vector, h, and magnetic field vector in the plane
perpendicular to the vessel, F. The susceptibility of
blood plasma is similar to that of surrounding tissue, so
that the dominant susceptibility difference is between red
blood cells and plasma/tissue. The assumption made for
the intravascular susceptibility is that, after time
averaging, the blood has an equivalent susceptibility,
given by Dx¼HCT (1� Y)xdHb, where HCT is the
hematocrit, Y is the fractional oxygenation, and xdHb is the
susceptibility of deoxyhaemoglobin [which has been
reported to have a value of 0.18 ppm in cgs units (13),
which corresponds to 2.26 ppm in SI units]. The ICMwas
generated by considering an ensemble of individual
cubes, each containing one vessel. The angle, u, between
canning electron microscopy (7). The model shown here
m sides, incorporating 50 vessel segments that vary in
a two-dimensional section calculated using the rat brain
erence of 0.18 ppm.
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EXPLORING THE BOLD EFFECT THROUGH SIMULATIONS 555
the vessel and the applied magnetic field varied across
cubes, and ten different angles were considered. The
signal evolution was simulated in each cube so as to form
a free induction decay (FID). An average FID reflecting
the signal from a voxel containing vessels with an
isotropic distribution of orientation with respect to the
field was formed by summing together the complex FIDs
from the different cubes using a sin(u) weighting. Several
length scales were also considered so that a wide range of
vessel diameters was studied.

The RVM uses the distribution of magnetic suscepti-
bility given by the rat brain microcirculation model (7) as
a starting point. The model gives the coordinates of the
different nodes of the vasculature and the radius of the
cylinder connecting these nodes. This model spans a
cube of the cortical bed with 150mm sides, incorporating
50 vessel segments with diameters that vary from 4 to
9mm. The model was converted into a cubic N�N�N
matrix, Subst(ri,j,k), with each element being labelled ‘1’
or ‘0’ depending on whether it corresponded to blood or
grey matter (Fig. 1a). The frequency shift map was
calculated (Fig. 1b) using a method described in the
context of MRI (14,15), in which the 3D fast Fourier
transform (3DFFT) of the frequency offset is given by:

Dvð~kÞ ¼ g

3
ðb2 � 1ÞDxð~kÞB0ẑ ð2Þ

where ~k is the coordinate position in k-space, b is the
angle between the main magnetic field and~k, andDx(~k) is
the 3DFFTof the susceptibility distribution. Note that the
result obtained with this method already contains the
effect of the sphere of Lorentz, allowing an accurate
calculation of intravascular frequency distributions for
the RVM. Applying an inverse Fourier transform yields
the frequency shift variation in real space. Several
orientations of the model with respect to the static
magnetic field and various length scales were again
simulated.

Once the environment had been defined, the evolution
of the magnetisation during a gradient echo (GE) or spin
echo (SE) sequence was calculated by numerically
applying the Bloch equations, taking into account the
effects of relaxation, frequency shifts due to field
inhomogeneities, and diffusion. At each time step, dt,
the integrated effects (as opposed to the incremental
effects, which yield a more stringent convergence
criterion) of field inhomogeneity and relaxation on the
transverse magnetisation, Mþ(~r, t), were evaluated using
the Bloch equations:

Mþð~r; t þ dtÞ

¼ ðMþð~r; tÞeigBð~rÞdt þ dtDð~rÞr2Mþð~r; tÞÞe�dt=T2 ð3Þ
whereD(~r) is the diffusion coefficient, which is substance
dependent.

The term reflecting the effect of diffusion has to be
calculated at each time step, whereas eigBð~rÞdt and e�dt=T2
Copyright # 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
may be calculated only once at the start of the simulation.
The diffusion termwas calculated using a finite difference
solution in real space (16).

To make the problem tractable, the vessel walls were
assumed to be impermeable. This assumption was
implemented by imposing some restrictions on the simple
finite difference solution. This involved simply inserting
a delta function multiplier term d Subst(~ri,j,k),Subst(~ri’,j’,k’)

which
reduces the number of terms contributing to diffusion
attenuation when the ‘substance’ of the neighbouring
pixel is different. As substance changes only occur
at blood/tissue boundaries, this modification makes
the vessel walls effectively impermeable. Its implementa-
tion is described here for a one-dimensional case
where diffusion is considered to only occur in the x
direction:

Mð~ri;j;k; t þ dtÞ �Mð~ri;j;k; tÞ
dt

¼ D

ðdxÞ2
½Mð~ri�1;j;k; tÞ

�Mð~ri;j;k; tÞ�dSubstrð~ri;j;kÞ;Substrð~ri�1;j;kÞ

þ D

ðdxÞ2
½�Mð~ri;j;k; tÞ

þMð~riþ1;j;k; tÞ�dSubstrð~ri;j;kÞ;Substrð~riþ1;j;kÞ ð4Þ

The maximum allowed time step, dt, is set by the
largest value of the diffusion coefficient, Dmax, and the
distance between neighbouring pixels (dx, dy, dz), via
dt< (dx2þ dy2þ dz2)/(6Dmax) or by the desired temporal
resolution.

Calculations were carried out using two different
regimes of blood/tissue susceptibility difference (Dx),
corresponding to the typical values occurring in the
absence or presence of exogenous contrast agents. Dx
values in SI units of 0.45 ppm (oxygenation fraction,
Y¼ 0.5), 0.36 ppm (resting state, Y¼ 0.6), 0.27 ppm
(intermediate state, Y¼ 0.7) and 0.18 ppm (activated
state, Y¼ 0.8) were used to simulate BOLD susceptibility
changes in the absence of a contrast agent (these values
were calculated using the relationship Dx¼HCT
(1�Y)xdHb; xdHb¼ 2.26 ppm in SI units and HCT¼
0.4). HCT for the case of exogenous contrast agents, such
as monocrystalline iron oxide nanoparticle (MION) or
gadolinium diethylenetriamine penta-acetic acid (DTPA),
susceptibility differences of 1.41, 2.82, 4.23 and 5.64 ppm
(corresponding to MION concentrations in the blood of 1,
2, 3 and 4mM) were considered. These values are based
on susceptometry studies using MRI described by
Weisskoff and Kiihne (13).

Blood volume fractions of 1.29%, 2.56%, 3.76% and
4.90% were considered in the simulations. The value set
by the form of the RVM was 1.29% and all the other
values were obtained by multiplying all the vessel radii
given in the original model by H2, H3 and H4. This
NMR Biomed. 2008; 21: 553–565
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556 J. P. MARQUES AND R. W. BOWTELL
meant that the volume changes considered here corre-
spond to vessel dilation rather than recruitment (i.e. there
is an associated change in vessel diameter). A similar
procedure was used for the ICM.
Diffusion coefficients of DB¼ 1.45� 10�9 m2s�1

inside and DGM¼ 0.7� 10�9 m2s�1 outside vessels were
assumed. For the SE simulation, the echo time was set to
the T2 of grey matter [the values used for relaxation times
were T2GM¼ 80 ms and T2B¼ 100ms, which are similar
to values at 3 T described in the literature (17,18)].
Several length scales were considered by simply rescaling
the distance between neighbouring volume elements in
the RVM or ICM matrix, so that a wide range of vessel
diameters from capillaries (4mm) to large venules
(300mm) could be studied.
Two different matrix sizes, 323 and 643, were used in

representing the ICM in order to test whether reduced
spatial resolution would be an issue when simulating the
RVM, as a 1283 matrix was the largest that could be
simulated in an acceptable time (30 h). Simulations of the
ICM in a 323 matrix were also performed using field maps
calculated via the FFT-based approach (14) rather than
the analytical method, to test whether the FFT method
introduced any intrinsic differences. No significant
differences in the simulated ICM signal behaviour were
observed when reducing the matrix size or calculating the
field shift with the FFT method rather than analytically,
leading us to believe that any differences in the results
between ICM and RVM models are not due to the
methodology used, but to the model under study.
The simulations spanned a range of intravascular/

extravascular susceptibility differences, blood volume
and vessel sizes, potentially allowing the overall
behaviour of the relaxation processes to be parameterised.
Such parameterisation is valuable, as it allows evaluation
of BOLD and contrast agent effects over a wide range of
field strengths.
Extravascular contrast

Intravascular and extravascular compartments were
studied separately. Extravascular signal in GE exper-
iments was characterised by two different models (19).
(i) C
Copy
onsidering that the extravascular distribution of
field values Bext can be represented by a Cauchy
distribution

pðBextÞ ¼
1ffiffiffi
p

p sB

s2
B þ B2

ext

where sB characterises the width of the distribution
of field shifts, p(Bext). The signal decay in the
presence of such a field distribution will be given
by G(t)/ exp(�tgsB), leading to a relaxation rate
R�
2 ¼ gsB in the static regime where diffusion has

no effect.
right # 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
(ii) C
onsidering a Gaussian field distribution

pðBextÞ ¼
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2ps2

B

p e�B2
ext=ð2s2BÞ

for which it can be shown that the signal decay is
characterised by (19),

GðtÞ ¼ e �hDv2it2c e
� t
tc�1þ t

tc

� �� �
(5Þ

where hDv2i¼ g2s2
B is the mean square frequency

deviation of the Gaussian field distribution, and tc is
the corresponding correlation time for field fluctu-
ations produced by diffusion in spatially varying
fields. When tc is very large (no diffusion approxi-
mation), the signal decay naturally becomes Gaus-
sian.
Fitting of simulated GE data to these two different
models was accomplished by applying least squares
minimisation to the signal decay. In the case of the
Gaussian distribution, characterised by eqn (5), simulated
data spanning times from t¼ 0 to t¼ T2GM were
considered, but, in the case of the Cauchy distribution
(i), fitting was only applied to data spanning times from
t¼ 20ms to t¼ T2GM so as to avoid the initial non-
exponential decay (20). Other models are available in the
literature such as those described in refs (4,21,22), which
could equally well have been used at this stage. One of the
most extensively studied models is that of Yablonskiy and
Haacke (4). This was not used in this study because of the
additional complexity of explicitly separating the quad-
ratic and linear exponential decays (20).

In simulating SE signals, time constraints meant that it
was only possible to consider the application of a single
1808 RF pulse. It therefore had to be assumed that the SE
was described by an exponential decay with a time
constant R2 calculated using only two data points at times
t¼ 0 and t¼ T2GM.

The dependence of the parameters (hDv2i, tc, R2 and
R�
2) on the total blood volume fraction, V, and the

magnetic susceptibility, x, for different length scales was
calculated by fitting the parameters to an expression of the
form:

aVbxg ð6Þ

Such an expression for characterising relaxivity was
initially proposed by Fisel et al. (23). It is worth noting
that the power of x also effectively characterises the
dependence of relaxivity on the B0 field, as all the
expressions could be rewritten as aVbxg B0

3

� �g
. The values

reported hereafter for Vand x are always in percentage of
volume (%) and parts per million (ppm) respectively.

In the case of exponential signal decay (i), it is possible
to consider the total effect of a distribution of vessel
diameters as being simply the sum of the relaxation rate
contributions due to vessels of different sizes (6,21),
which we assume can be written as R2comb ¼
R2GM þ

P
i aiV

bixgi . The validity of this approach is
NMR Biomed. 2008; 21: 553–565
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EXPLORING THE BOLD EFFECT THROUGH SIMULATIONS 557
based on the observation that the number of vessels, N(d),
with a specific diameter, d, in the brain scales as 1/d3 (24),
while the blood volume corresponding to the RVM
scales with d3. This means that the volume fraction is
independent of d, so that the value of V is the same for
contributions to the overall relaxation rate from vessels of
different sizes. In this approach, the effect of capillaries is
considered to act as a background effect on the relaxation
rate around venules, while these act as background for
relaxation around larger veins. Here, we combined the
relaxation rate contributions from RVM with three
different average vessel sizes (7, 21 and 63mm).
Consequently, at the smallest length scales, S (corre-
sponding to vessel diameters ranging from 5mm to 12mm
in the RVM), the decay of the signal from grey matter is
described by e�tR2;S. At an average length scale, M
(corresponding to vessel diameters ranging from 15mm to
36mm), the transverse magnetisation of grey matter,
which is affected by field inhomogeneity caused by these
vessels, is already decaying at e�tR2;S , and therefore the
final relaxation of such grey matter will be described by
e�tR2;M e�tR2;S . Finally for the larger vessels, with
diameters ranging from 45mm to 108mm, using the
same reasoning, the grey matter decay inside the voxel
that contains all length scales will be given by, e�tR2;L

e�tR2;M e�tR2;S . Therefore, the signal decay can be
rewritten as, e�tðR2;LþR2;MþR2;SÞ. In combining the relaxa-
tion rates, we assumed that the blood volume fraction due
to each model takes the same value, V, so that the final
combined model has a total blood volume fraction of 3V.
A similar approach was adopted for the ICM, but in this
case three discrete vessel sizes were considered.
Intravascular contrast

There are various contributions to the intravascular signal
decay, including: (a) phase variation due to the
distribution of cylinder orientations; (b) dephasing
resulting from field inhomogeneities generated by
neighbouring vessels; (c) contribution due to blood flow
and diffusion inside connected vessels that have different
orientations, which is not calculable with the simple
ICM.
(a) T
Cop
he intravascular FID from a large number of iso-
tropically oriented infinite cylinders containing a
substance with susceptibility, x, is the integral
over the entire solid angle of the individual FIDs
of the substance inside each cylinder, eiDvð~rÞt, where
Dv(~r) is given by eqn (1). The integral can be written
as,

IðtÞ ¼ S0

2

Zp
0

sin ueikð3 cos
2 u�1Þtdu (7Þ
yright # 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
where k¼ 2
3p gB0x (4). This expression can be

simplified by using the relationship,
ð3 cos2 u � 1Þ ¼ 3=2 cos2 u þ 3=2, and then
expanding the exponential of the integrand

using eix cosu¼ J0(x)þ
P1
n¼1

2inJn(x) cos nu, leading

to a decay of the form:

IðtÞ¼S0e
i3kt=2 J0ð3kt=2Þ�2

X1
n¼1

in
1

4n2�1
Jnð3kt=2Þ

 !

(8Þ

(b) T
he decay resulting from dephasing due to fields

generated by neighbouring vessels can be analysed
using the histogram of field values in the intravascular
compartment.
(c) T
he third term can be assessed by considering the
effect of diffusion in the gradients present inside the
vessels as an exponential perturbation to eqn (8).
Here, the effect of erythrocytes and surrounding
plasma, which is dominant over the mechanism listed
above, is not considered. This is due to the lack of spatial
resolution to include erythrocytes and to the fact that such
contrast can be studied with greater accuracy in vitro (18).
RESULTS

Extravascular contrast

To help in understanding the extravascular relaxation
processes, it is useful first to visualise the frequency shift
distributions produced using RVM and ICM. Figure 2a,b
shows the field histograms for various values of partial
blood volume using the two different models. The field
distributions shown in Fig. 2a,b are very similar in form
and range of values, indicating that the ICM is generally a
good model for characterising the extravascular field
distribution. The best fit to the RVM data was achieved
using a product of a Gaussian and a Cauchy distribution.
The low frequencies are best characterised by the Cauchy
distribution, whereas the Gaussian distribution charac-
terises the high frequencies. It is interesting to note that
the width parameter of the Gaussian distribution remains
constant as the blood volume fraction changes, whereas
the width of the Cauchy distribution increases linearly
with volume fraction. This is foreseeable, as the Gaussian
distribution characterises the highest frequency vari-
ations, and the maximum frequency shift generated by a
cylinder is independent of its radius. As would be
expected, it was found that both widths increased linearly
with x. The shape of the histogram of extravascular
frequency distribution will have a direct relationship to
the form of the extravascular FID. In the absence of
diffusion, this relationship is the Fourier transform. The
use of the product of a Gaussian and a Cauchy distribution
to characterise the frequency distribution is purely
NMR Biomed. 2008; 21: 553–565
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Figure 2. Distributions of the frequency shift in grey matter for (a) RVM and (b) ICM considering a
susceptibility difference of 0.18 ppm between intravascular and extravascular regions for partial
volumes of 1.29% (blue), 2.56% (red), 3.76% (green) and 4.90% (yellow) at a B0 field of 3 T. The
histograms were best fitted to a product of a Cauchy distribution and a Gaussian distribution (black
lines). Simulated extravascular signal FID for the RVM at different blood volumes simulated at a B0 field
of 3 T shown in a logarithmic plot. Susceptibility differences between vessels and grey matter of (c)
0.18, (d) 0.45 and (e) 1.4 were considered.

igure 3. Variation (a) DR2 and (b) DR2
� for partial volumes

f 1.25% and 1.29% (for the ICM and the RVM respectively)
ue to a change in blood susceptibility, Dx, as a function of
he vessel diameter. Solid lines show the values obtained
sing the RVM, and the dashed lines represent values
btained using the ICM.
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phenomenological and leads to an FID formed from the
convolution of a Gaussian exponential decay. FIDs
generated by Fourier transformation of the field
distributions are shown in Fig. 2c–e for various volume
fractions and susceptibility differences at 3 T. It can be
seen that the curves have different forms in the different
regimens: (c) for low intravascular/extravascular sus-
ceptibility differences as found in the activated brain, the
decay is non-exponential at short echo times; (d) but such
non-exponential behaviour does not occur at high
concentrations of deoxyhaemoglobin for echo times that
would typically be used in functional MRI [these
observations are in agreement with ref. (4)]. For low
and high concentrations of paramagnetic contrast agents,
such as MION (e), the data are well characterised by a
single exponential decay time constant.
Figure 3 shows the dependence of the relaxation rate

changes (DR2 and DR2
�) due to BOLD effects in SE and

GE data as a function of the average vessel diameter
calculated over all the vessels present in the RVM. It can
be seen that, although the values for the two different
models are not coincident, the dependence on vessel
diameter is very similar. This dependence means that in
SE BOLD experiments, the capillaries and small venules
are the dominant source of contrast, whereas the main
contribution to contrast in GE experiments comes from
venules and veins, as has previously been reported (3,5).
Copyright # 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
Although the relaxation rate changes are smaller in the
ICM than in the RVM, part of the discrepancy shown in
Fig. 3 results from the inability to perfectly match the
partial volume of the ICM to that of the RVM because of
the limited spatial resolution in the 64� 64� 64 matrix
used to simulate the ICM.

Figure 4 shows the parameters that best fit the R2
� and

R2 values of the extravascular signal as a function
of the vessel diameter (in the case of the RVM, the
average diameter present in the model is used); it is
F
o
d
t
u
o
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Figure 4. Variation in the parameters (a,d) a, (b,e) b and (c,f) g (continuous lines) with the
average vessel diameter obtained for the ICM (black) and the RVM (grey). In each case R2

�

(a,b,c) and R2 (d,e,f) values obtained for varying values of V and x were fitted to the
equation R�2 ¼ R2;GM þ aVbxg and R2 ¼ R2;GM þ aVbxg respectively. Dotted lines indicate
standard deviations.

EXPLORING THE BOLD EFFECT THROUGH SIMULATIONS 559
possible to observe the similarity of the dependence
of the parameters obtained for the ICM and RVM.
The parameter that most significantly differs between
the two models, for both GE and SE data, is the
proportionality constant a, which is �10% higher for the
RVM.

Vessels with a large range of diameters will generally
be present in any voxel. Considering vessel sizes, d,
ranging from 4mm to 110mmwhere all the vessels have a
number density/ 1/d3 (24), the combined dependence on
the percentage blood volume fraction and blood
susceptibility for the RVM was found to be:

R2RVM ¼ R2GM þ 1:23ð�0:04ÞV0:87ð�0:01ÞDx1:74ð�0:02Þ

R�
2RVM ¼ R2GM þ 2:73ð�0:07ÞV1:13ð�0:01ÞDx1:29ð�0:01Þ

ð9Þ
Copyright # 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
whereas for the ICM, the aggregate effect was found
to be:

R2ICM ¼ R2GM þ 0:88ð�0:04ÞV0:98ð�0:02ÞDx1:79ð�0:02Þ

R�
2ICM ¼ R2GM þ 2:49ð�0:09ÞV1:15ð�0:01ÞDx1:38ð�0:02Þ

ð10Þ

Figure 5 shows the parameterisaton of tc and hDv2i
obtained using eqn (5). Although the fits are more
accurate even considering that the degrees of freedom are
reduced because of the use of one extra fitting parameter,
it should be noted that, in Fig. 5, the proportionality
constant, a [see eqn (6)], for tc becomes smaller as the
length scale (diameter of vessels) increases, when it
would be expected to increase. As a consequence, these
parameters may be used to predict the signal decay at
different field strengths, length scales, susceptibility
NMR Biomed. 2008; 21: 553–565
DOI: 10.1002/nbm



Figure 5. Variation in the parameters (a,d) a, (b,e) b and (c,f) g (continuous lines) with the
average vessel diameter obtained for the ICM (black) and the RVM (grey) that characterise tc
and hDv2i. In each case, tc andDv2 values obtained for varying values of V and xwere fitted
to the function aVbxg. Dotted lines indicate standard deviations.
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differences, and partial volumes, but it may be misleading
to give them toomuch physical relevance. Nevertheless, it
is tempting to remark that the dependence of the
parameter hDv2i on the partial volume (approximately
linear) and susceptibility (quadratic dependence) could be
predicted from analysing the parameters characterising
the fits to the distributions of Fig. 2a,b, as could the
insensitivity of tc to variations in the volume fraction and
its dependence on the susceptibility. The negative power
means that tc decreases with the increasing x.
Figure 6 shows the variation with vessel size of the

parameters characterising the relaxation rate, R2
�, of

extravascular signal for values of susceptibility difference
relevant to intravascular contrast agents. The exponential
fitting used to identify R2

� was carried out in the early
portion of the signal variation with echo time that
corresponds to the mono-exponential decay shown in
Fig. 2e. The parameter values are significantly different
from those found for typical deoxyhaemoglobin suscepti-
bility differences at 3 T (top row of Fig. 4). In particular,
Copyright # 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
R2
� is found to vary linearly with both the partial volume

and susceptibility difference. The different dependences
are partially related to the more adequate fitting of the
exponential decay for higher susceptibility differences, as
the initial non-exponential decay is absent.

Figure 7a shows the effect that the change in the
susceptibility and blood volume fraction on activation has
on extravascularDR2

� for the RVM (grey contour lines for
3 T and black contour lines for 9 T). The haemodynamic
response can be represented as a path on this surface
(black line). Negative values of DR2

� cause a positive
BOLD response, and a negative BOLD response is caused
by a positive change in relaxivity. The generation of a
negative BOLD response using the model R2

�¼aVbxg

implies that changes in volume, DV, and susceptibility,
Dx, obey the inequality, bDV/Vþ gDx/x. Such a
negative BOLD response, generally occurring as an
initial dip, has mainly been reported at high fields (25) and
is elusive, but not undetectable at lower fields (26). The
initial dip is expected to be mainly localised in the
NMR Biomed. 2008; 21: 553–565
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Figure 6. Variation in the parameters (a) a, (b) b and (c) g (continuous lines) with
the average vessel diameter obtained for the ICM (black) and the RVM (grey). In
each case R2

� values obtained for various values of V and x (in a range
corresponding to exogenous contrast agents) were fitted to the equation
R2

�¼ R2,GMþaVbxg. Dotted lines indicate standard deviations.
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capillaries. At 3 T, the condition for negative BOLD
response to occur is 1:4 DV

V
þ 1:7 Dx

x
> 0, whereas, at the

higher fields of 9 T, the negative BOLD condition is
1:03 DV

V
þ 1:02 Dx

x
> 0 (Figs. 4 and 6). The condition for

the initial dip to occur with an increase in blood volume
fraction is less restrictive at high field Dx > �1:01 x

V
DV ,

than it is at low fields, Dx > �0:82 x
V
DV .
Figure 7. (a) Representation of the R2
� space as a

x. Grey and black lines show iso-R2
� contours for 3 T

trajectory in this space as calculated from the balloo
parameters used were: df¼2, dm¼ 6, th¼1.3, tM
shows the shape of the BOLD signal change in ar
between the two different field strength regimes.

Copyright # 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
A possible haemodynamic response curve is shown in
Fig. 7. This curve was simulated using the balloon model
as described by Buxton et al. (27). The parameters used in
equations 10–14 of that paper were: df¼ 2 s, dm¼ 6 s,
th¼ 1.3 s, tMTT¼ 4 s, t�¼ 20 s, tþ¼ 10 s, f1¼m¼ 1.5.

Figure 7b shows the variation in the BOLD signal
change with time for the two different regimes, making it
function of blood volume V and susceptibility
and 9 T respectively. The thick black line is the
nmodel as described by Buxton et al. (27). The
TT¼4, f1¼m1¼1.5, t �¼ 20, tþ¼10. (b)

bitrary units in order to depict the difference
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Figure 8. Intravascular frequency shift at 3 T for a suscepti-
bility difference of 0.18 ppm between intravascular and
extravascular compartments. The frequency distribution of
the ICM is shown in black, and the distribution obtained for
the RVM is shown in grey. The dashed black line represents
the frequency distribution produced by convolving the extra-
vascular field distribution with the intravascular distribution
expected for the ICM model.
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clear that the initial dip should be more visible at higher
fields, not only because of the increased contrast expected
from the greater field strength, but also because of the
different dependencies of DR2

� on the changes in blood
oxygenation and volume.
Intravascular contrast

The main difference between ICM and RVM seems to be
in the intravascular contribution to BOLD contrast.
Figure 8 shows intravascular frequency distributions
generated using the ICM (by combining data from 10
different directions of the field, ~B0, with respect to the
vessel orientation using an isotropic weighting, sin u) and
the RVM (combining data from five different orientations
of the model with respect to B0). As alluded to above,
differences between the two models result from field
perturbations at junctions between vessels in the RVM.
The difference in the distribution can also be partially
explained by the fact that vessels in the RVM experience
magnetic fields generated by neighbouring vessels as well
as the varying field shift due to the range of vessel
orientations [eqn (1)]. To assess the magnitude of this
effect, we can imagine inserting a cylinder randomly into
the extravascular space of the RVMmany times, and then
assume that the distribution of values inside the cylinder
averaged over the different orientations and locations
provides a good representation of the distribution of
the intravascular frequency shifts. As this cylinder can
be sited at any position and with any orientation, the
frequency distribution obtained after averaging over the
ensemble of locations and orientations can be understood
Copyright # 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
as a convolution of the extravascular frequency distri-
bution from the RVM with the intravascular frequency
distribution due to an isotropic distribution of infinite
cylinders. The dashed line in Fig. 8 is the result of such a
convolution, which shows good qualitative agreement
with the grey line, which represents the intravascular field
distribution calculated using the RVM.

The simulated intravascular signal produced using the
ICM was naturally in very good agreement with eqn (8),
once the effect of the T2 relaxation of blood was removed.
Various attempts were made to fit functions to the
variation in the intravascular signal of the RVMwith echo
time. The approach that proved to be most robust was
based on using the intravascular decay curve obtained
from the larger length scale (average vessel diameter of
100mm) for each x and V value, which we write as IV,x(t).
These curves were subsequently used as models for the
data obtained at smaller average vessel diameters,
because decay curves obtained at larger length scales
are expected to be independent of diffusion. Using
such a model, instead of simply using eqn (8), has the
advantage of eliminating geometry dependencies of
the vascular model that might be introduced by the
lack of complete angular averaging, allowing just the
effect of blood diffusion within the vascular network to
be evaluated. The effect of diffusion was modelled as an
exponential multiplier, so that the fitting function
became IV,x(t)e

�R2difft. Figure 9 shows the parameters that
characterise the effect of diffusion inside the vessels. The
values of R2diff are one order of magnitude greater than the
R2

� values observed in grey matter. Note also that the R2

values shown are negative, meaning that diffusion tends
to reduce the signal decay because of dephasing of
intravascular signal. It can also be expected that flow in
the vessels will have a similar, but potentially larger,
effect acting to reduce further the attenuation of
intravascular signal.
Combining the different
contributions to contrast

As both intravascular and extravascular contributions to
BOLD contrast have now been discussed, the next step is
to analyse their combined effect. Figure 10 shows the
different contributions to the BOLD contrast for the
specific case of a blood volume fraction of 1.29%,
which does not vary with activation, and a typical change
in susceptibility on activation of 0.18 ppm, correspond-
ing to a change of 20% in the blood oxygenation.
Figure 10a shows that, at different echo times, different
relative intravascular/extravascular contributions to the
BOLD signal arise. At echo times varying from 0 to
40ms, the intravascular contribution to contrast is
over-represented (over 10 times greater than its volume
fraction in the voxel). The relative intravascular con-
tribution increases for smaller vessels, where diffusion
NMR Biomed. 2008; 21: 553–565
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Figure 9. Variation in the parameters (a) a, (b) b and (c) g (continuous lines) with the
average vessel diameter obtained for the ICM (black) and the RVM (grey). In each
case, R2

� due to diffusion in the gradients present in the intravascular compartment
obtained for various values of V and x were fitted to a function of the type aVbxg.
Dotted lines indicate standard deviations.

Figure 10. Dependence of the GE BOLD contrast in intravascular and extravascu-
lar compartments. (a) The relative contribution to the total contrast in a voxel in
which cerebral blood volume¼ 1.29% and there is a change of x from 0.36 ppm
to 0.18 ppm is shown as a function of echo time for extravascular (black) and
intravascular (grey) contributions. (b) The time course of the total (thick black),
extravascular (black) and intravascular (grey) contrast is shown for the large length
scale regime (where the average vessel diameter is 100mm; dashed lines) and
short length scale regime (where the average vessel diameter is 5.9mm; con-
tinuous line).

Copyright # 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. NMR Biomed. 2008; 21: 553–565
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plays a greater role. The data shown correspond to a field
strength of 3 T. The range of echo times for which the
relative contribution of the intravascular compartment is
significant will decrease with increasing magnetic field
strength for two main reasons: B0 appears in the argument
of the Bessel function series of eqn (8); R2

� of
deoxygenated blood also increases with field.
The different contributions to the overall relaxation of

the signal following a GE sequence, which have been
parameterised throughout this paper, can be condensed
into the following expression:

Signalðt;V;DxÞ¼ M0;GM
100� V

100
e�R2;GMte�2:73V1:1x1:3t

þM0;B
V

100
IðtÞ�e�3:5V1x1:2t�e40V

�0:4x1:2t

ð11Þ
where the term in the first line refers to the extravascular
contribution to the signal, and the term in the second line
refers to the intravascular contribution. The latter has
various contributions, as discussed in the Methods
section: (a) I(t) refers to the isotropically oriented
vessels; (b) refers to static dephasing, which, considering
the argument presented in Fig. 8, should be the same as
for grey matter at the static regime (Fig. 4a–c); (c) is an
averaged effect of that shown in Fig. 9 based on the same
reasoning as used to collapse the various length scale
dependencies for the extravascular R2

� contrast.
Equation (11) can be rewritten as a function of the more

meaningful parameters, oxygenation fraction, Y, static
magnetic field, B0, and blood volume percentage, V:

Signalðt;V; Y ;B0Þ ¼M0;GM
100� V

100
e�R2;GMte�0:57V1:1ð1�YÞ1:3B1:3

0
t

þM0;B
V

100
Iðt; Y;B0Þ � e�ð0:83V1�9:5V�0:4Þð1�YÞ1:2B1:2

0
t

(12)

To account totally for the intravascular contrast it
would be also necessary to simulate the effect of diffusion
of water around the red blood cells, which would be
expected to introduce a factor e

�R�
2;bloodPOOL

ðxÞt
multiplying

the intravascular term of eqns (11) and (12). Such a
procedure would be feasible, using the same approach as
used for the realistic vasculature model. However, there
are two problems that prevent the straightforward
implementation of such an approach: the time steps
required to simulate the effect of diffusion would be
extremely small, making the simulation even more time
consuming; the red blood cell volume fraction in blood is
�40% (much larger than the partial volume of blood
in grey matter, �4%) and the field shifts for such a
high packing fraction are extremely dependent on the
arrangement of the blood cells (in preliminary simu-
lations, arrangements such as cubic, cubic centred, and
hexagonal configurations showed very different distri-
butions of frequency shifts). Another reason for not
simulating the intravascular contrast dependence on red
Copyright # 2007 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
blood cell concentration and oxygenation is that such
dependence can be measured in vitro with much greater
reliability (18).
DISCUSSION

Most of the results presented in this paper imply that the
ICM provides a good description of the extravascular
contrast, as is shown by the close agreement between the
parameters obtained using the RVM and ICM, which is an
important conclusion in itself. The parameterisation of
the extravascular relaxivity shows that the assumption of
a linear dependence of relaxation rate on blood volume
in functional studies using contrast agents is a good
approximation, but is not necessarily valid for endogen-
ous contrast agents, mostly because of the non-exponential
decay that characterises the initial FID. Although the
dependence found for DR2

� on the susceptibility differ-
ence, in the static regime, and on the blood volume
fraction, in both the static and diffusion-narrowing
regimes, is not linear as expected (4–6,9), this dependence
can be understood by considering the manner in which the
curve fitting was performed. The DR2

� values used for the
parameterisation in this paper were calculated considering
a fixed range of echo times (0 to 80ms), as used in most
experiments directed towards making quantitative esti-
mates of DR2

� ((28,29), for example), where one or
multiple echo times spread at fixed intervals through the
signal decay are used. Therefore, in these simulations, by
fitting an exponential to a non-exponential decay, in a finite
time range, although the non-exponential decay width
scales linearly, for example in the static regime with
various values of susceptibility, the value of the exponential
relaxation rate will not scale linearly. For this rate to scale
linearly, the fitting region of the fit would have to be varied
according to the width change. With these limitations in
mind, it is interesting to note that the dependence of R2

� on
the susceptibility, x, has the expected trend: values of g
vary from close to 2 in the diffusion-narrowing regime to
values closer to 1 in the static regime.

Despite the agreement, the use of a realistic model, as
opposed to infinite cylinders, is relevant, as capillary
positions are indeed correlated (30), which can be
understood as an attempt to optimise the homogeneity of
the oxygen supply (11). The use of the Fourier method for
the calculation of the frequency shift (14) of the model is
also essential when dealing with the realistic model, as
otherwise the discussions would have to be limited to
mutually avoiding cylinders as considered in other studies
(11). Use of RVMs rather than the ICM for calculating the
relaxation effects of the vasculature may be particularly
important in the future for studies of tumours, where the
blood volume fraction may be much higher than that
considered here.
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Using a realistic model of the vasculature to simulate
the BOLD effect has brought some new insight to the
importance of different contributions to the overall BOLD
contrast, as can be found parameterised in eqns (11) and
(12). One interesting result is the greater role of
intravascular contrast in small vessels, which is not only
due to the increased diffusion effects in the extravascular
tissue surrounding capillaries, as extensively described in
the literature (3,10). The effect of flow should also be
evaluated in future work. Preliminary studies indicate that
flow causes a line-narrowing of the intravascular signal,
which can be understood as a reduction in the phase
accumulation experienced by each individual spin
because of flowing through the network of vessels in
which there is a significant distribution of field shifts.
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